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ABSTRACT
Quantum computation has become an intriguing technology with
which to attack difficult problems and to enhance system security.
Quantum algorithms, however, have been analyzed under idealized
assumptions without important physical constraints in mind. In this
paper, we analyze two key constraints: the short spatial distance of
quantum interactions and the short temporal life of quantum data.

In particular, quantum computations must make use of extremely
robust error correction techniques to extend the life of quantum
data. We present optimized spatial layouts of quantum error correc-
tion circuits for quantum bits embedded in silicon. We analyze the
complexity of error correction under the constraint that interaction
between these bits is near neighbor and data must be propagated
via swap operations from one part of the circuit to another.

We discover two interesting results from our quantum layouts.
First, the recursive nature of quantum error correction circuits re-
quires a additional communication technique more powerful than
near-neighbor swaps – too much error accumulates if we attempt
to swap over long distances. We show that quantum teleportation
can be used to implement recursive structures. We also show that
the reliability of the quantum swap operation is the limiting factor
in solid-state quantum computation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Physical systems that behave quantum-mechanically have dy-

namics which can be exploited to speed up certain computational
tasks. This is the essential thought behind the field of quantum
computation and quantum information. A significant challenge
arises in implementing quantum computation, however, because
quantum systems are unstable: their quantum state is easily altered
by omnipresent extraneous noise. This problem ofdecoherence
was once thought to be a fundamental problem for quantum infor-
mation processing [8], but the discovery of fault-tolerant construc-
tions [1, 23, 27, 10] changed this; it is now known that an arbitrar-
ily reliable quantum computer can be constructed from unreliable
quantum wires and gates, as long as certain conditions are met.
These constructions are made possible by recursive application of
quantum error correction, generalizing the classical version of von
Neumann’s early constructions for reliable automata [37, 39].

The conditions for fault-tolerant quantum computation are as fol-
lows: First, the probability of failure of each elementary component
must be less than some threshold valuepth, currently estimated
to be around 10−4. Second, current fault models assume that
errors are independent and uniformly distributed (although other
error models can also be dealt with by changing the scheme ap-
propriately). Third, and most interesting, a variety of assumptions
are made about both the quantum circuit and the necessary classi-
cal controller. In particular, it is essential that the quantum circuit
employ maximum parallelism – executing as many quantum gates
simultaneously as possible – and that the classical circuitry con-
trolling the quantum operations run at a much higher clock speed
than the quantum circuitry. Without these properties,pth decreases
significantly [1, 10].

Here, we take this study one step further, and consider the im-
pact ofphysical layouton the requirements for fault-tolerant quan-
tum computation. Do realistic physical implementations of these
machines allow achievable fault-tolerance thresholds? In particu-
lar, what constraints must be satisfied in the architectural design
of a quantum computer in order to allow a reliable machine to be
realized?

Such questions can now be seriously considered in light of recent
progress in the physical implementation of quantum computers,
with a wide variety of systems ranging from spins in molecules [9]
and single photons [18], to spins in semiconductors [16], trapped
ions [19,?], and superconducting systems [36], among others. These
systems have led to successful demonstrations of a wide variety of
quantum information processing tasks, including quantum telepor-
tation [4], creation of multiple quantum-bit entangled states [24],
fast quantum search [7, 14], and recently, Shor’s fast quantum fac-
toring algorithm [35], in factoring the number fifteen, using a seven
quantum bit (qubit) machine.
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Figure 1: Basic quantum gates and their matrix representations

Among these implementations, the solid state systems are per-
haps the most intriguing, because of the extensive investment that
has been made in semiconductor technology for conventional clas-
sical computing, and the potential for scaling to large numbers of
qubits. One such scheme, proposed by Kane, is particularly well
suited for architectural study; it captures common elements from
the whole range of implementations, using the nuclear spins of
dopant atoms in silicon as qubits, classically controlled metal elec-
trodes for control of quantum gates, and near neighbor, planar spin-
spin interactions for multi-qubit gates. This scheme is also suitable
for VLSI style CAD layout and modeling, and reveals an interest-
ing constraint arising from pitch-matching large classical wires to
small qubits, which forces computation units to be distributed in
clusters rather than a single sea-of-qubits structure [22].

Our study of the architectural constraints on fault-tolerant quan-
tum computation builds on the scenario posed by the Kane solid-
state implementation proposal, and within this framework we ob-
tain several interesting results. We first present complete layouts of
qubits and gate sequences required to implement a concatenated
seven-qubit Steane code for recursive quantum error correction.
These layouts give us analytic expressions for the circuit’s space
and time resource requirements as a function of desired system re-
liability. We also consider the impact of planar near neighbor inter-
actions onpth and find that a huge limiting role will be played by a
single gate, theSWAP gate, in determining achievable reliabilities.

We begin our study in the next two sections with a brief overview
of quantum computation and error correction in quantum systems.
In Section 4, we discuss the model we will be using for the rest of
the paper, and the limitations it and similar models impose. Sec-
tion 5 discusses implementations for error correction codes, while
section 6 discusses the impact of communication on error correc-
tion algorithms. Finally, Section 7 discusses future work, while
Section 8 concludes.

2. QUANTUM COMPUTATION
We begin with a brief overview of the basic terminology and

constructs of quantum computation. Our purpose is to introduce the
language necessary for subsequent sections; in-depth treatments of
these subjects are available in the literature [21].

2.1 Quantum States: Qubits
The state of a classical digital systemX can be specified by a

binary stringx composed of a number of bitsxi , each of which
uniquely characterizes one elementary piece of the system. Forn
bits, there are 2n possible states. The state of an analogous quantum
systemψ is described by a complex-valued vector|ψ〉=∑xcx|x〉, a
weighted combination (a “superposition”) of the basis vectors|x〉,

where theprobability amplitudes cx are complex numbers whose
modulus squared sums to one,∑x |cx|2 = 1.

A single quantum bit is commonly referred to as aqubit and
is described by the equation|ψ〉 = c0|0〉+ c1|1〉, where theci are
complex valued. Legal qubit states include pure states, such as
|0〉 and |1〉, and states in superposition, such as1√

2
|0〉+ 1√

2
|1〉,

or 1
2 |0〉− i

√
3

2 |1〉. Larger quantum systems can be composed from
multiple qubits, for example,|00〉, or 1

2 |00〉+ 1
2 |01〉− 1√

2
|11〉. An

n-qubit state is described by 2n basis vectors, each with its own
complex probability amplitude, so ann-qubit system can exist in
an arbitrary superposition of the possible 2n classical states of the
system.

Unlike the classical case, however, where the total can be com-
pletely characterized by its parts, the state of larger quantum sys-
tems cannot always be described as the product of its parts. This
property, known asentanglement, is best illustrated with an ex-
ample: there exist no single qubit states|ψA〉 and |ψB〉 such that
the two-qubit state|Ψ〉 = 1√

2
|00〉+ 1√

2
|11〉 can be expressed as

the composite state1 |ψA〉⊗ |ψB〉. Entanglement and superposition
have no classical analogues: they give quantum computers their
computational powers.

Although a quantum system may exist in a superposition of states,
only one of those states can be observed, or measured. After mea-
surement, the system is no longer in superposition: the quantum
state collapses into the one state measured, and probability am-
plitude of all other states goes to 0. For example, when the state

1√
2
|00〉+ 1√

2
|11〉 is measured, the result is either 00 or 11, with

equal probability; the outcomes|01〉 or |10〉 never occur. Further-
more, if a subset of the qubits in a system is measured, the remain-
ing qubits are left in a state consistent with the measurement.

Since measurement of a quantum system only produces a sin-
gle result, quantum algorithms must maximize the probability that
the result measured is the result desired. This may be accom-
plished by iteratively amplifying the desired result, as in Grover’s
fast database search,O(

√
n) for a dataset of sizen [11]. Another

option is to arrange the computation such that it does not matter
which of many random results is measured from a qubit vector.
This method is used in Shor’s algorithm for factoring the product
of two large primes [26], which is built upon modular exponenti-
ation and a quantum Fourier transform. For the interested reader,
quantum algorithms for a variety of problems other than search and
factoring have been developed: adiabatic solution of optimization
problems (the quantum analogue of simulated annealing; complex-

1The composition operator for quantum systems is the tensor prod-
uct, ⊗: |x〉 ⊗ |y〉 = ∑xcx|x〉 ⊗∑y cy|y〉 = ∑x,y cxcy|x⊗ y〉, where
x⊗y is simply the string formed by concatenatingx andy.
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Figure 2: Quantum Teleportation: Quantum Teleportation of
state |a〉. First, entangledqubits |b〉 and |c〉 are exchanged.
Then, |a〉 is combined with |b〉 after which two classicalbits
of information (double lines) are produced via measurement
(“meter” boxes). After transport, these bits are used to ma-
nipulate |c〉 to regenerate state|a〉 at destination.

ity unknown) [5], precise clock synchronization (using EPR pairs
to synchronize GPS satellites) [15, 6], quantum key distribution
(provably secure distribution of classical cryptographic keys) [3],
and very recently, Gauss sums [33], testing of matrix multiplica-
tion (in O(n1.75) steps versus theO(n2) required classically) [13],
and Pell’s equation [12].

2.2 Quantum Gates and Circuits
Just as classical bits are manipulated using gates such asNOT,

AND, andXOR, qubits are manipulated with quantum gates such as
those shown in Figure 1. A quantum gate is described by a unitary
operatorU . The output state vector is the operator applied to the
input vector; that is,|ψout〉 = U |ψin〉. The classicalNOT has the
quantum analogueX which inverts the probabilities of measuring 0
and 1. The quantum analogue ofXOR is the two-qubitCNOT gate:
the target qubit is inverted for those states where thesourcequbit
is 1. Most quantum gates, however, have no classical analogue.
The Z gate flips the relative phase of the|1〉 state, thus exchang-
ing 1√

2
(|0〉+ |1〉) and 1√

2
(|0〉− |1〉). The Hadamard gateH turns

|0〉 into 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) and|1〉 into 1√

2
(|0〉− |1〉); it can be thought

of as performing a radix-2 Fourier transform. Another important
single-qubit gate,T, leaves|0〉 unchanged but multiplies|1〉 by

√
i.

Single qubit gates are characterized by a rotation around an axis:
X rotates the qubit byπ around the ˆx-axis; Z rotates byπ around
the ẑ-axis; andT rotates byπ/4 around the ˆz axis. By composing
the T andH gates, any single-qubit gate can be approximated to
arbitrary precision. The combination ofT, H, andCNOT provide
a universal set: just as any Boolean circuit can be composed from
AND, OR, andNOT gates, any polynomially describable multi-qubit
quantum transformU can be efficiently approximated by compos-
ing just these three quantum gates into a circuit.

One additional important operator is theSWAP gate. Just as
two classical values can be swapped using threeXOR’s, a quan-
tum SWAP can be implemented as threeCNOTs. However,SWAP is
often available natively for a given technology, which is valuable,
given its importance to quantum communication.

Figure 2 shows aquantum circuitfor teleportation (described in
the next section). In quantum circuits, time goes from left to right,
where single lines represent qubits, and double lines represent clas-
sical bits. A meter represents measurement. By convention, black
dots represent control terminals for quantum-controlled gates. The
symbol⊕ is shorthand for the target qubit of theCNOT gate.

2.3 Quantum Teleportation
Quantum teleportation is the re-creation of a quantum state at a

distance, using only classical communication. It accomplishes this

feat by using a pair of entangled qubits,|Ψ〉 = 1√
2
(|00〉+ |11〉),

called an EPR pair2.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the teleportation process. We start

by generating an EPR pair. We separate the pair, keeping one qubit,
|b〉, at the source and transporting the other,|c〉, to the destination.
When we want to send a qubit,|a〉, we first interact|a〉 with |b〉
using aCNOT gate. We then measure the phase and the amplitude
of |a〉, send the two one-bit classical results to the destination, and
use those results to re-create the correct phase and amplitude in|c〉
such that it takes on the original state of|a〉. The re-creation of
phase and amplitude is done withX andZ gates, whose application
is contingent on the outcome of the measurements of|a〉 and |b〉.
Intuitively, since|c〉 has a special relationship with|b〉, interacting
|a〉 with |b〉 makes|c〉 resemble|a〉, modulo a phase and/or ampli-
tude error. The two measurements allow us to correct these errors
and re-create|a〉 at the destination. Note that the original state of
|a〉 is destroyed when we take our two measurements3.

Why bother with teleportation when we end up transporting|c〉
anyway? Why not just transport|a〉 directly? First, we can pre-
communicate EPR pairs with extensive pipelining without stalling
computations. Second, it is easier to transport EPR pairs than real
data. Since|b〉 and |c〉 have known properties, we can employ a
specialized procedure known aspurification to turn a collection of
pairs partially damaged from transport into a smaller collection of
asymptotically perfect pairs. Third, transmitting the two classical
bits resulting from the measurements is more reliable than trans-
mitting quantum data.

3. FAULT-TOLERANT COMPUTATION
We turn now to an outline of the basic constructions of fault-

tolerant quantum computation. This is a rather involved subject
(for which the reader is referred to the literature [21, 10]), but three
essential ideas are covered here. The main result we build upon
is the following: A quantum circuit containing N error-free gates
can be simulated with a probability of failure of at mostε using
O(poly(log(N/ε))N) imperfect gates which fail with probability p
as long as p< pth, where pth is a constant threshold that is inde-
pendent of N.This remarkable result, theThreshold Theorem[1], is
achieved by three steps: (1) using quantum error-correction codes
(Section 3.1), (2) performing all computations on encoded data,
using fault tolerant procedures(Section 3.2), and (3) recursively
encoding until the desired reliability is obtained (Section 3.3). All
of these results are from prior literature [1, 28, 31, 21, 10], but
we describe them here to make our contributions clearer in future
sections.

3.1 Quantum Error Correction
The only error which can occur to a classical bit is a bit-flip,

which can be modeled as a randomNOT gate. Quantum bits suf-
fer more kinds of error, because of the greater degree of freedom
in their state representation; surprisingly, however, there are gen-
eral strategies for reducing the universe of possible quantum er-
rors to only two kinds: bit-flips (randomX gates), and phase-flips
(randomZ gates). Classical error correction codes only take into
account bit flip errors, and thus are insufficient for correcting quan-
tum data; furthermore, quantum states collapse upon measurement,
so strategies must be employed for determining errors without ac-
tually measuring encoded data.

2An EPR or Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen pair is a special instance of
entanglement noted in the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox [2].
3This is consistent with theno-cloningtheorem, which states that
a quantum state cannot be copied.
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Figure 4: Syndrome Measurement for a 3-qubit Code. The
classical results of measurement (double lines) control appli-
cation of theZ operator.

Z12 Z23 Error Type Action

0 0 no error no action
0 1 qubit 3 flipped flip qubit 3
1 0 qubit 1 flipped flip qubit 1
1 1 qubit 2 flipped flip qubit 2

Table 1: Phase correction for a 3-qubit code

Classical error correction relies upon distributingk bits of infor-
mation acrossn bits, n > k, and ensuring enough redundancy to
recreate the original information. Because of the no-cloning the-
orem, quantum information cannot be simply duplicated. Instead,
redundancy is achieved through entangled states with known prop-
erties. For example, a single logical qubit,c0|0L〉+ c1|1L〉 can
be represented using three physical qubits, as the statec0|000〉+
c1|111〉. A bit flip error on the first (left-most) qubit would turn
this into c0|100〉+ c1|011〉; this error can be detected by comput-
ing theparity of each pair of qubits, and leaving the result in an
extra qubit called anancilla. The three parities give theerror syn-
drome, uniquely locating any single bit-flip error. Crucially, this
strategy reveals nothing about the coefficientsc0 andc1, since the
parities cannot distinguish between|000〉 and |111〉 or any single
bit-flip version of the two three-qubit strings. By measuring pari-
ties, errors can be detected without collapsing encoded data.

Correcting phase flips is achieved by measuring differences in
phase, using a circuit like the one in Figure 3. This works by us-
ing a Hadamard gate to transform phase flips into bit flips; parities
are then measured as before, the results stored in ancilla qubits,
and then the qubits are transformed back into their original basis.
Figure 4 shows how a phase error syndrome can be computed and
a corresponding correction procedure applied to correct the error,
following the specification of Table 1.

A quantum code which encodes one qubit and allows any sin-
gle bit-flip or phase-flip error to be corrected uses the encoding
c0|0L〉+c1|1L〉, where the logical zero and one qubits are

|0L〉 =
(|000〉+ |111〉)⊗ (|000〉+ |111〉)⊗ (|000〉+ |111〉)

2
√

2

|1L〉 =
(|000〉− |111〉)⊗ (|000〉− |111〉)⊗ (|000〉− |111〉)

2
√

2

This nine qubit code, discovered by Peter Shor [28], is also known
as the[[9,1,3]] code, in the notation[[n,k,d]] , wheren is the num-
ber of physical qubits,k is the number of logical qubits encoded,
andd is the quantum Hamming distance of the code. A code with
distanced is able to correct(d−1)/2 errors.

3.2 Computing on Encoded Data
The nine qubit code has a remarkable property that illustrates a

key requirement for fault tolerance: applying aZ gate to each of

the nine qubits takes|0L〉 to |1L〉 and vice versa. It is the same as
applying a logicalX operator4 to the encoded qubit! Similarly,Z
can be performed by applying anX operator to each qubit, andH
by applying anH operator to each qubit.

In this paper, we employ Steane’s[[7,1,3]] code [30], which also
allows simple computation on encoded data, but requires two fewer
physical qubits. In addition, aCNOT gate on two encoded qubits
can be accomplished using sevenCNOT gates, between each pair of
corresponding physical qubits. The last remaining gate necessary
to achieve the universal set from Section 2.2, theT gate, can also
be performed, albeit with some extra effort [21]. Thus, universal
computation is possible without requiring that the data be decoded.

Merely computing on encoded data is not sufficient, however;
one additional step is required, which is frequent, periodic error
correction. Because all gates used in this task are assumed to be
subject to failure, this must be done in a careful manner, such that
no single gate failure can lead to more than one error in each en-
coded qubit block. Such constructions are known asfault toler-
ant procedures, and the impact of this requirement on our study
is twofold: (1) no single operation may cause multiple failures,
and (2) measurement errors must not be allowed to propagate ex-
cessively. To achieve (1), no two encoding qubits are allowed
to both interact directly with a third qubit. Instead, the “third”
qubit is replaced with acat state(a generalization of an EPR pair),

1√
2
|00. . .0〉+ 1√

2
|11. . .1〉, that has itself been verified. Cat states

are used because they do not transmit errors throughCNOT gates.
To achieve (2), measurements are performed in a multiple fashion.
While it is not possible to copy a value before measuring, it is pos-
sible to form a three-qubit state, similar to the three-qubit bit-flip
encoding (Section 3.1), where all of the qubits should measure to
the same value; if one of the measurements differs, it is assumed to
be in error. These impacts are explained in detail in later examples.

Any logical operator may be applied as a fault tolerant proce-
dure, as long as the probability,p, of an error for a physical op-
erator is below a certain threshold, 1/c, wherec is determined by
the implementation of the error correction code. For the Steane
[[7,1,3]] code,c is about 104. The overall probability of error for
the logical operator iscp2. That is, at some step in the application
of the operator, and subsequent error correction, two errors would
have to occur in order for the logical operator to fail.

3.3 Recursive Error Correction
A very simple construction allows us to tolerate additional errors.

If a logical qubit is encoded in a block ofn qubits, it is possible to
encode each of thosen qubits with anm-qubit code to produce an
mn encoding. Such recursion, orconcatenation, of codes can re-

4The overscore denotes an operator on a logical qubit: a logical
operator.
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duce the overall probability of error even further. For example,
concatenating the[[7,1,3]] with itself gives a[[49,1,7]] code with
an overall probability of error ofc(cp2)2 (see Figure 5). Concate-
nating it k− 1 times gives(cp)2k

/c, while the size of the circuit
increases bydk and the time complexity increases bytk, whered
is the increase in circuit complexity for a single encoding, andt is
the increase in operation time for a single encoding. For a circuit
of sizep(n), to achieve a desired probability of success of 1− ε, k
must be chosen such that [21]:

(cp)2k

c
≤ ε

p(n)

The number of operators required to achieve this result is

O(poly(log p(n)/ε)p(n)) .

4. TECHNOLOGY MODEL
With some basics of quantum operations in mind, we turn our

attention to the technologies available to implement these oper-
ations. Experimentalists have examined several technologies for
quantum computation, including trapped ions [19], photons [32],
bulk spin NMR [34], Josephson junctions [20, 36], electron spin
resonance transistors [38], and phosphorus nuclei in silicon (the
“Kane” model) [16] [29]. The last three of these proposals, which
are built on a solid-state silicon substrate, share the following key
aspects:
1 Qubits are laid out in silicon in a 2-D fashion, similar to tradi-

tional CMOS VLSI.
2 Quantum interactions are near-neighbor between qubits.
3 Qubits are stored at fixed locations, but quantum data may be

swapped between nearest neighbors.
4 The control structures necessary to manipulate the bits prevent

a dense 2-D grid of bits. Instead, we have linear structures of
bits that can cross, but that have a minimum distance between
such intersections [22]. This restriction is similar to a “design
rule” in traditional CMOS VLSI.

These four assumptions apply to several solid-state technolo-
gies, but for concreteness, we will focus upon an updated version
of Kane’s phosphorus-in-silicon nuclear-spin proposal [29]. This
scheme will serve as an example for the remainder of the paper,
although we will generalize our results when appropriate.

Figure 6 illustrates the Kane scheme. Quantum states are stored
in relatively stable electron-donor (e−–31P+) spin pairs, where the
electron (e) and the phosphorous donor nucleus (n) have opposite
spins. The basis states,|0〉 and|1〉 are defined as the phase differ-
ence|0〉 ≡ |↑e↓n 〉+ |↓e↑n 〉 and|1〉 ≡ |↑e↓n 〉−|↓e↑n 〉, respectively.
Twenty nanometers above the phosphorus atoms lie three classical
gates, oneA gate and twoSgates. Precisely timed pulses on these
gates provide arbitrary one- and two-qubit quantum gates.

Single qubit operators are composed of pulses on theA-gates,
modulating the hyperfine interaction between the electron and nu-
cleus to provide rotations around the ˆz-axis. A globally applied,

A S S A

20nm

20nm 15-100nm

Ground plane

Classical control gates

P
31
+

P
31
+

Figure 6: The basic quantum bit technology proposed by Kane.
Qubits are embodied by the nuclear spin of a phosphorus atom
coupled with an electron embedded in silicon under high mag-
netic field at low temperature.

static magnetic field provides rotations around the ˆx-axis. By chang-
ing the pulse widths, any desired rotational operator may be ap-
plied. including the identity operator5. Two-qubit interactions are
mediated byS-gates, which move an electron from one nucleus to
the next. Exact details of the pulses and quantum mechanics of
this technique are beyond the scope of this paper and are described
in [29].

The Kane proposal, like all quantum computing proposals, uses
classical signals to control the timing and sequence of operations.
All known quantum algorithms, including basic error correction
for quantum data, require the determinism and reliability of classi-
cal control. Without efficient classical control, fundamental results
demonstrating the feasibility of quantum computation do not apply
(such as the Threshold Theorem used in Section 3).

The scale required by the Kane model, on the other hand, is at
odds with efficient classical control. In order to provide the fine-
grained control necessary, the control lines need to operate in a
classical manner. That is, there need to be enough quantum states
in the control lines so that electron movement is bulk, not ballistic,
and voltage transitions are smooth rather than stair-stepped. Be-
cause of this, the control lines need to be physically much larger
than the qubits they are controlling [22]. Conceptually, the control
lines need to be ofclassicalsize and pitch, and packed closely to
control quantum bits placed on aquantumscale. This imposes
a constraint that qubits be laid out in straight lines, with a certain
minimum number of qubits between junctions.

Given the constraint of linearity with infrequent junctions, there
are several ways to lay out physical and logical qubits. Optimally,
qubits should be arranged to minimize communication overhead.

In a fault tolerant design, the main activity of a quantum com-
puter is error correction. To minimize communication costs, qubits
in an encoding block should be in close proximity. Assuming that
the distance between junctions is greater than the number of qubits
in an encoding, the closest the qubits can be is in a straight line.
But in order to avoid interacting two qubits in an encoding with a
third, a two-rail approach is used–one rail for data qubits, and one
for communication.

A concatenated code requires a slightly different layout (see Fig-
ure 7). Error correction is still the important operation, but the
logical qubits at all but the bottom level of the code are more com-
plicated. For the second level, the qubits are themselves simple
encodings, laid out using the two-rail construction. However, to
minimize communication costs, we want these logical qubits in as
close proximity to each other as possible, just like the bottom level.

5One impact of the external magnetic field is the state of the qubit
is in constant flux. The identity operator must be applied on every
“cycle” in order to keep the current state.
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Figure 8: Measuring the error syndrome for the [[7,1,3]] error-
correction code.
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Hence, we need to arrange the bottom level as branches coming off
of a main bus. Similarly, the third level would have second-level
branches coming off of a main trunk, and so on for higher levels,
forming anH-tree.

5. ERROR CORRECTION ALGORITHMS
We’ve discussed error correction in a general sense, and how

the need for recursive error correction influences the architectural
design. In addition, we have introduced several error-correction
codes, such as Shor’s 3-qubit phase-flip code, Shor’s 9-qubit code,
and Steane’s 7-qubit code. The constructions in Figures 4 and 9
deal with the simplest of these codes, the 3-qubit code, which only
corrects phase flips. In order to correct both bit and phase flips,
a more complicated code is needed. For the remainder of this pa-
per, we will focus on the 7-qubit code,[[7,1,3]] , which corrects up
to a single error, and recursive codes based on[[7,1,3]] which can
correct many errors. We choose[[7,1,3]] because of the ease with
which logical operators may be applied. In particular, remember
that the logical operatorsX, Z, H, andCNOT are applied by apply-
ing the simple operator to each qubit in the encoding block.

5.1 The[[7,1,3]] Code
Error correcting using the[[7,1,3]] code consists of measuring

the parity of the encoding qubits in various bases. As shown in Fig-
ure 8, the qubits are rotated to the measurement basis with Hada-
mard gates. Parity is then measured in much the same way it is on
a classical code, using two-qubitCNOT operators acting asXOR’s.
Conceptually, the parity can be measured in the same way as the
three-qubit code in Section 3.1, gathering the parity on ancilla|0〉’s.
To perform a fault tolerant measurement, however, a cat state is

used in place of a|0〉. Figure 8 shows a schematic for measuring
the [[7,1,3]] code. Not shown are cat-state creation and cat-state
verification. In addition, each parity measurement must be per-
formed twice to reduce the probability of an error fromO(p) to
O(p2); if the measurements disagree, the parity must be measured
a third time!

A parity measurement consists of the following:
1 Prepare a cat state from four ancillae, using a Hadamard gate

and threeCNOT gates.
2 Verify the cat state by taking the parity of each pair of qubits. If

any pair has odd parity, return to step 1. (Note that this requires
six additional ancillae, one for each pair.)

3 Use the four-ancillae cat state as theCNOT target of the data
qubits whose parity is to be measured.

4 Deconstruct the cat state by selecting one of the ancillae,|A0〉,
and using it as theCNOT target of the remaining three ancillae.
|A0〉 now has the overall parity of the cat state.

5 Measure this|A〉0:
A With |A0〉= α|0〉+β|1〉, create the three-qubit state,α|000〉+

β|111〉 by using|A0〉 as the control for twoCNOT gates, and
two fresh|0〉 ancillae as the targets.

B Measure each of the three qubits.
6 Use the majority measured value as the parity of the cat state.

The resulting syndrome determines which, if any, qubit has an er-
ror, and whichX, Z, orY operator will correct the error.

For the Steane[[7,1,3]] code, each parity measurement requires
twelve ancillae–four for the cat state to capture the parity, six to ver-
ify the cat state, and two additional qubits to measure the cat state.
The six parity measurements are each performed at least twice, for
a minimum of 144 ancillae to measure the error syndrome! A less
complex example is shown in Figure 9.



Each of the twelve parity measurements require:
• One Hadamard and threeCNOT’s to create the cat state;
• TwelveCNOT’s to verify the cat state;
• Four CNOT’s, which can be applied in parallel, to collect the

parity of the data qubits;
• ThreeCNOT’s and a Hadamard to uncreate the cat state;
• Two CNOT’s to create the three-qubit state for measurement;

and
• Three qubit measurements, which may be performed in parallel

with the next parity measurement.
If the time required to apply a single-qubit operator isS, a CNOT

is C, and a measurement isM, then the minimum time required to
measure the error syndrome is 2S+12(2S+24C).

5.2 Concatenated Codes
The [[7,1,3]]×[[7,1,3]] two-level concatenated code is measured

in the same way as the[[7,1,3]] code, except the qubits and ancillae
are encoded. For example, each logical ancilla must be prepared in
the following manner6

1 Begin with seven ancillae.
2 Measure the error syndrome, and correct, as in Section 5.1. At

this point, the seven qubits constitute a valid code word.
3 Measure the value of the logical ancilla:

A Create a cat state with another seven ancillae to collect the
parity of the seven qubits in the logical ancilla.

B Verify the cat state.
C Use the cat-state qubits as theCNOT target of the qubits

encoding the logical ancilla.
D Uncreate the cat-state, collecting the parity into a single

qubit.
E With two fresh ancillae, createα|000〉+β|111〉
F Measure each of these three qubits.

4 Use the majority measured value as the value of the logical an-
cilla.

5 If the measurement is|1L〉, applyX.
The error syndrome measurement is analogous to the singly-encoded
[[7,1,3]] case, except that the lower-level encodings must be error
corrected between operations:
1 Prepare four logical ancillae in a cat state.
2 Error correct the four ancilla.
3 Verify the cat state.
4 Use the ancillae as theCNOT target of the qubits whose parity

is to be measured.
5 Error correct the four qubits in the cat state and the logical data

qubits.
6 Measure each of the four logical cat-state qubits. The parity of

these measurements is the parity of the four encoding qubits.
This step is equivalent to the cat-state deconstruction step for
the singly-encoded case.

As in the singly-encoded case, each parity measurement must be
performed at least twice. The resulting syndrome determines which,
if any, logical qubit has an error. The appropriateX, Z, orY opera-
tor can be applied to correct the error. Of course, after the operator
is applied to a logical qubit, that qubit must be error-corrected.

Higher levels are error-corrected analogously.

6. COMMUNICATION COSTS
In this section, we derive the primary results of this paper. First,

we model the communication costs of our error correction algo-
rithms under the near neighbor constraint. We show that there are

6Fault-tolerant algorithms that avoid the overhead of encoded an-
cilla are a topic of future research.

too manySWAP operations between upper levels of our tree struc-
tures and that too much error accumulates to be corrected. Second,
we analyze quantum teleportation as an alternative toSWAP op-
erations for long-distance communication. Finally, we show that
teleportation is necessary both in terms of distance and in terms of
the accumulating probability of correlated errors between redun-
dant qubits in our code words.

6.1 Error Correction Costs
The error correction algorithms in the previous section are in an

ideal situation, where any qubit can interact with any other qubit.
Usually, qubits can only interact with their near neighbors, so be-
fore applying a two-qubit operator, one of the operand qubits must
be moved adjacent to the other.

One of the easiest ways to move quantum data is to use theSWAP

operator. By applyingSWAP’s between alternating pairs of qubits,
the values of alternating qubits are propagated in one direction,
while the remaining qubit values are propagated in the reverse di-
rection. This can be used to supply|0〉 ancillae for the purpose of
error correction. As a side benefit, this also removes “used” ancil-
lae. Figure 9 illustrates this method for the three-qubit example,
using two rows of qubits, one for the encoding data qubits and one
for the ancillae.

The same method can be applied to the[[7,1,3]] code. The actual
communication costs depend on the physical implementation used.
The time required for an error correction parity check is

tecc= 12(tcc+ tcv+ tp + tcd + tm) (1)

where

tcc is the time for cat state creation;
tcv is the time for cat state verification;
tp is the time to entangle the cat state with the parity qubits;
tcd is the time to uncreate the cat state; and
tm is the time to perform a fault-tolerant measurement.

For[[7,1,3]] in the ideal, sea-of-qubits model,tcc is tsingle+3tcnot,
tcv is 6(2tcnot+tmeas), tp is tcnot–four CNOT’s performed in parallel,
tcd is 3tcnot+ tsingle andtoverlap is tdecat+ tmeas, where

tsingle is the time required for a single-qubit operator;
tcnot is the time required for aCNOT operator;
tswap is the time required for aSWAP operator; and
tmeas is the time required for the measurement operator.

If communication by swapping is used,

tcc = max(tsingle, tswap)+4tswap+3max(tcnot, tswap), (2)

tcv = max(tsingle, tswap)+18tswap+12max(tcnot, tswap), (3)

tp ≤ 4max(tcnot, tswap), and (4)

tcd ≤ 3tswap+2max(tcnot, tswap)+ tsingle. (5)

In the Kane model,tsingle< tswap< tcnot, so the overall cost is

tecc≤ 336tswap+168tcnot+ tmeas.

Since measurement is fully parallelizable, these times assume
that there are enough measurement functional units to perform mea-
surement in parallel with the other operations in the error-correction
cycle.

6.2 Multilevel Error Correction
For the concatenated code, the data movement in the upper lev-

els is more complicated. Although Eq. 1 still holds, each parity



k SWAP CNOT 1-Qubit Measurement
1 1620 288 12 108
2 690,000 120,000 4800 43,000
3 2.7×1008 4.7×1007 1.9×1006 1.7×1007

4 1.1×1011 1.8×1010 7.5×1008 6.7×1009

5 4.3×1013 7.3×1012 3.0×1011 2.7×1012

Table 2: Operations required for an error-correction cycle at
level k.

measurement requires the following. Since ancillae are themselves
encoded, they each require their own branch, and the first step is to
create the encoded ancillae, by error correcting, measuring, and if
necessary, inverting. The second step is to create the four-qubit cat
state from the logical ancillae, by applyingH to one of the ancilla,
moving a second ancillae through the main branch to the second
rail of the first ancilla, applyingCNOT, moving the second ancilla
back, and error-correcting both ancillae. This is repeated for the
second and third ancillae, and the third and fourth ancillae. Since
the ancillae are error corrected along the way, the cat state need not
be verified.

Next, an ancillae is moved through the main branch to the data
branch that holds a bottom-level encoding. After applyingCNOT,
the ancilla is moved back to its own branch, and both it and the
logical data qubit are error-corrected. Since measuring the ancillae
can be performed completely in parallel, all four ancillae are mea-
sured, and the parity of the measurements is the parity of the data
qubits.

For [[7,1,3]] concatenated with itselfk times,

tanc,k = tecc,k−1 + tm,k−1; (6)

tcc,k = 6tecc,k−1 +6tb,k; (7)

tcv,k = 18tecc,k−1 +28tb,k; (8)

tp,k = 8tecc,k−1 +10tb,k; (9)

tcd,k = 4tm,k−1 (10)

tm,k = 4k−1tm,1; and (11)

tb,k =




1, k = 1
tB,arch, k = 2
(n+a)tb,k−2 + tB,arch, k > 2

(12)

where the subscriptk indicates the level of encoding,tanc,k is the
cost of encoding an ancilla,tb,k is the branch distance between log-
ical qubits at levelk, tm,1 is the time required to measure a singly-
encoded qubit,tB,arch is the minimum number of qubits between
two branches for a given architectural model,n is the number of
physical qubits in the non-concatenated code anda is the number of
ancillae per parity measurement. For concatenated codes, parallel
operation is determined by the ratio of ancillae delivery to ancillae
consumption for a singly-encoded parity check. For[[7,1,3]] and a
single-qubit-wide branch this ratio is around 3. Arranging the an-
cillae as in the inset of Figure 7 minimizes the distance that ancillae
must travel.

The recurrence relation given in Eqs. 6 through 12 give an over-
all time to perform an error-correction cycle at a given level of re-
cursion. A similar recurrence relation gives the total number of
operations required. The number of operators required for differ-
ent levels of encoding are summarized in Table 2, which shows that
theSWAP operator is very important in a realistic model, compared
to the sea-of-qubits model, whereSWAP’s are not required. In this
realistic model,SWAP’s account for over 80% of all operations.

k Teleportation Swapping, Swapping, Swapping,
tB,arch = 22 tB,arch = 61 tB,arch = 285

1 864 1 1 1
2 864 22 61 285
3 864 77 194 866
4 864 330 876 4,012
5 864 913 2,317 10,381
6 864 3,696 9,819 44,987

Table 3: Comparison of the cost of swapping an encoded qubit
to the cost of teleporting it. The “swapping” values arebk, the
distance between adjacent qubits.
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6.3 Teleportation
Fortunately, we can use quantum teleportation as an alternative

to swapping for communication over long distances. To use tele-
portation for our circuit, we must evaluate the number of computa-
tion and communication operations within the teleportation circuit.
By comparing this number of operations with the swapping costs
from the previous section, we can decide at what levelk of the tree
to start using teleportation instead of swapping for communication.

6.4 Distance Tradeoff
By calculating the number of basic computation and commu-

nication operations necessary to use teleportation for long-distance
communication, we can quantify when we should switch from swap-
ping to teleportation in our tree structure. Figure 10 illustrates this
tradeoff. We can see that fortB,arch = 22, teleportation should be
used whenk≥ 5.

6.5 Avoiding Correlated Errors
An important assumption in quantum error correction is that er-

rors in the redundant qubits of a codeword are uncorrelated. That
is, we do not want one error in a codeword to make a second error
more likely. To avoid such correlation, it is important to try not to
interact qubits in a codeword with each other.

Unfortunately, we find that a 2D layout cannot avoid indirect
interaction of qubits in a codeword. At some point, all the qubits
in a codeword must be brought to the same physical location in
order to calculate error syndromes. In order to do this, they must
pass through the same line of physical locations. Although we can
avoid swapping the codeword qubits with each other, we cannot
avoid swapping them with some of the same qubits that flow in the
other direction.



For concreteness, if two qubits of codewordd0 andd1 both swap
with an ancillaa0 going in the opposite direction, there is some
probability thatd0 andd1 will become correlated with each other
through the ancilla. This occurs if bothSWAPs experience a partial
failure. In general, ifp is the probability of a failure of aSWAP

gate, the probability of an error from swapping a logical qubit is

nkbkp+
(

nk

2

)
bkp2 +

(
nk

3

)
bkp3 + · · · ,

wherebk is the number of qubits between branches at levelk, and
the higher order terms are due to correlation between the qubits.
From this form, it is clear that correlated errors are dominated by
uncorrelated errors, whennkp 1.

7. FUTURE WORK
Our results have interesting implications for the Threshold Theo-

rem, effectively increasing the reliability requirements for quantum
operators, particularlySWAP operators. In addition to the telepor-
tation solution to long-distance communication, it may be possible
to modify the straightforward recursive structure used in quantum
error correction codes to include intermediate error correction steps
in the middle of long chains ofSWAPoperators. There are, however,
serious challenges of getting the ancillae to all of these intermediate
points in such a layout.

At the lowest level, the largest consumer of ancillae for error
correction is cat-state verification. However, at higher levels, the
cat states themselves are constructed from logical ancillae, each of
which must be error corrected, measured, and the whole cat state
verified. This approach is a straightforward analog to the lowest
level, but there may be more efficient algorithms from the stand-
point of ancilla use.

The proposed teleportation solution assumes that the distribution
of reliable EPR pairs is significantly easier than transporting arbi-
trary quantum data. EPR pairs are precommunicated in a pipelined
fashion, then “purified” using an entanglement-concentrating algo-
rithm that eliminates bad EPR pairs [25]. Quantifying the reliabil-
ity and bandwidth of this mechanism is the subject of future study.

Finally, this paper has focused on solid-state implementations
with static qubits. There is a proposal for scalable ion-trap quantum
computers, built using conventional microfabrication techniques,
where the qubits are mobile [17]. How the mobility constraints of
such a system compare to swapping with static qubits is a subject
of future study.

8. CONCLUSION
Quantum computation is in its infancy, but now is the time to

evaluate quantum algorithms under realistic constraints and derive
the architectural mechanisms and reliability targets that are needed
in order to scale quantum computers to their full potential. This pa-
per has focused upon the spatial and temporal constraints of solid-
state technologies, and has shown that the recursive construction
for quantum error correction codes requires a long-distance com-
munication technology such as quantum teleportation. We derived
the tradeoff point between short- and long-distance technologies.
Also, the reliability of the quantumSWAP operation used in short-
distance communication is the dominant factor in system reliabil-
ity. These results are a beginning. The next step is moving quantum
computation from theory to practice, unlocking an unprecedented
tool to attack difficult problems.
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